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About This Game

Warring States: Tactics

15 Single-player Story Missions (each a unique map)

12 Battle-mode/Multi-player Battle maps (vs Humans or AI)

2-4 Player Local and Online Multi-player

Original Soundtrack composed with the actual sounds of classical Chinese musical instruments

Hex-based / Turn-based (IGOUGO) combat

Unique Tactical Point system: Earn Tactical Points for making sound tactical decisions (flanking, spears vs cavalry,
defending high ground, etc.) and spend them on devastating special moves
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18 Special Moves

Siege Warfare: Assault castle walls with siege towers or destroy their gates with powerful battering rams

In depth terrain mechanics across 4 different environments

No Building: Focus entirely on the combat and tactical choices

Warring States : Tactics is a turn-based battle strategy game set during the Warring States period of Ancient China.

The Warring States period is one of turmoil in China, where various feudal states struggle for control of all of China. Lead the
forces of Qin through numerous historically-based missions as they challenge the other states for supremacy.

The story is told between missions as dialogue cut-scenes using beautifully drawn character portraits; as well as in game dialogue
relevant to the battle at hand.

Also included is a fully composed soundtrack, which really helps bring the feeling of Ancient China to the game's atmosphere.
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Title: Warring States
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
polynation games ltd
Publisher:
polynation games ltd
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2018
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2/10, this game is the most ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game I have ever played. Not only did it crash twice while trying to run it, but it also
took 45 ♥♥♥♥ing minutes to get to the nudity. The only reason I gave it a 2 instead of a 0 is because I'm a raging homosexual.
This game is ♥♥♥♥ing $25. If you really want to play this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game, go and find it online for free. Also it had
♥♥♥♥ing advertisements in the god damn dialogue. The only reason to have this game is because of the weird♥♥♥♥♥fetish
stuff. Fapping was a solid 1/10 because there was no ♥♥♥♥ing nudity for 45 minutes.. So so, some good elements, but the boss
that wipes out your towers with no possible defense is one of the most irritating mechanics I've seen in any tower defense game.
I see the developers have replied this "adds strategic options", which doesn't even make sense. It's just a bad mechanic and
should be removed. Sort of ruins the game. There's a reason no other TD game has this feature.

Witha few little tweaks like that would be a good little game. Had the odd crash but thats not the end of the world.. Well the
Worth Price, an interesting follow up to Alphaland. Do not judge this game by its cover.. I have no life. To be competitive you
need to dump massive amounts of money into this game and it also requires you spend multiple hours per day to stay
competitive as well. It is a major time sync that is complely made for those that started when the servers opened not really
friendly for new users.
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The story is pretty boring and tends to drag on, told through pre and post mission briefings, narrated scenes with paintings and
some in-game conversations (radio chatter).

The campaign is alright and it does get better as you get further in. The flight model/controls is highly simplified (designed for
consoles) meaning you only turn up/down (pitch) and left/right. It is possible to roll the aircraft in 'simulation' mode but without
rudder controls it is rather pointless. Ammo also refills automatically.

Shooting down lots of enemy planes and bombing lots of tanks, soldiers etc. is pretty fun. There's a bit of variety to missions but
overall you still spend a lot of time shooting down planes and bombing vehicles. The AI for enemy planes, particularly for
evasive manoeuvres is just awful though.

Multiplayer is so laggy it's unplayable.

6/10.. I'm no pilot and I can't say anything about how close the FSX replication is to the real thing, but still: A well-known
YouTuber once said "I'm loving this plane to death" about this aircraft, and really, I couldn't have said it any better.

There is no single thing about this plane where I thought, this needs to be better. It is absolutely amazing in every single way an
FSX plane can be. It looks wonderful, inside and out, day and night. It sounds wonderful, you can tell it has power under hood as
soon as the engine engages. And most importantly, it flies wonderful. Some more liveries would have been nice maybe. The
ones you get (five if I remember correctly, ranging from oldschool to modern) are very pleasing though.

One thing I noticed though, when the autopilot is active and only ALT hold active, the yoke moves rather sluggishly when you
turn left and right, but I'm fairly confident that's just me doing something wrong.

So, do I recommend it? That's a joke, right? Yes, yes, and apart from that... YES! Of course I am!. THE BEST GAME EVER!!!
and yea lol i found this game cause its to do with a crow ffs. Its super fun and todally my game if u know what i mean ( read
edgy S**t about Suncrow in my profile if u wunna know ). The crow kills and protects things from evil, thats Suncrows job too!
they should call it like SUNCROW THE GAME xD but no one but my family and friends know about suncrow.
. This game is extremely difficult as you progress in.

At first, you're like: NO PROBLEM, EZ PEEZE

Then you're like: WHAT THE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, IM NOT A COMPUTER MR DEVELOPER, HOW DO I
FIGURE THIS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665OUT?

8\/10 would scream again. A stunning remake of a great strategy game. Eclipsed only by it's successor, XCOM reignited the turn-
based tactics genre almost singlehandedly. Worth playing, no matter a sale or not.. An awesome game reminiscent of Contra and
Ikari Warriors!. rhythm game wise, not very good. 6 years after its release, Nexon's free-to-play MMO Counter-Strike spin-off
has finally been released in the West as Counter-Strike Nexon: Zombies. And aside from its pay-to-win aspects, which are
pretty problematic for players who can't spend a lot of money in-game... it's actually a lot of fun. There's a great offering of
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maps and game modes, a lot of stuff to do and a lot of gear to collect. Gameplay-wise, it feels close to 1.6, which is a nice
surprise.

It's an interesting spin on the Counter-Strike formula, very different from what Valve has done (and not necessarily in a bad
way), and which can offer a surprising amount of entertainment. I do recommend it - it is free-to-play and has a populated and
active playerbase. Give it a try!. the controls are fckn annoying, camera's awfull, jumps unpredictable.
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